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QUESTION 1

What feature in sales forecast allows salespeople to manually include or exclude a revenue item for forecast item from
the sales forecast? 

A. Forecast metric 

B. Forecast Explicit Update 

C. Forecast Criteria Override 

D. Territory Re-alignment 

E. Forecast Criteria Rollup 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about a competitor in Oracle Sales Cloud? (Choose three.) 

A. A competitor can be associated at both the header and the revenue line levels. 

B. A competitor can be associated with opportunities. 

C. A competitor can be associated with partners. 

D. A competitor can be associated with leads. 

E. A competitor can have a one-to-many relationship with opportunities. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

A forecast is frozen and the VP of Sales wants to extend the forecast freeze date. What are two consequences of this
decision? (Choose two.) 

A. Any territory changes implemented after the original freeze date are now enforced. 

B. Territory hierarchy cannot be changed. 

C. Submitted forecasts remain unsubmitted. 

D. Sales reps can create new forecast items but cannot edit the previously submitted items. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4
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Identify an important prerequisite check that you should perform before importing product groups by using File-Based
Import. 

A. whether all the product groups that are to be imported already exist in the production instance 

B. whether all the required data values are configured and imported in the production instance 

C. whether the Sales Cloud was customized to capture additional attributes and whether the customizations have
already been migrated 

D. whether all the products related to the products groups to be imported already exist in the production instance 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/salescs_gs/FAEIM/FAEIM1006441.htm#FAEIM1006409 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the out-of-the-box visibility of accounts for sales reps? 

A. Sales reps can view all accounts and edit accounts if they are on the account team. 

B. Sales reps can view, edit, and delete all accounts. 

C. Sales reps can view accounts only if they are owners or are on the Sales team. 

D. Sales reps have no access to accounts unless they are on the Account Territory team. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which four options are copied when you copy an opportunity? (Choose four.) 

A. Sales credits, including recipients, amounts, and percentages 

B. Assessments, Attachments, Deal registrations 

C. Revenue information, such as quantity, unit price, revenue amount, and the like 

D. Notes, tasks, Appointments 

E. Opportunity header attributes, including standard and custom fields 

F. Schedule information and the underlying scheduled transactions 

Correct Answer: ACEF 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/sales/18b/fastg/managingopportunities.html#FASTG14171 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which three options are mandatory procedures to consider in migration planning? (Choose three.) 

A. Lock all the configuration data in the test environment. 

B. Review all the customizations and configuration performed in the test environment. 

C. Define which data should be migrated from the test environment. 

D. Check if there are no configuration records at all in the production environment. 

E. Verify if both environments are in the same release and patch bundle. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Before your company upgrades the production environment, it must go through an UAT process in an upgraded test
environment. Which three conditions must be met before the UAT can begin? (Choose three.) 

A. Test cases targeted for execution have been executed 

B. User sign-off has occurred 

C. Sanity testing is complete 

D. The production to test (P2T) content migration is complete 

E. The test environment is stable and ready for testing 

F. Defects are logged and prioritized 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 9

You are importing records that already exist in your system. However, there are minor changes in those records. 

To update these records, which two key pieces of information does your file have to include? (Choose two.) 

A. Oracle Sales Cloud internal ID, or PUIDs, such as business keys or external IDs 

B. Source system table structure should be similar to Oracle Sales Cloud table structure 

C. Source system base table details 

D. Source system reference value combination 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which two options should you check for before importing product groups by using File-Based Import? (Choose two.) 

A. whether all the required data values are configured and imported in the production instance 

B. whether all the products related to the products groups to be imported already exist in the production instance 

C. whether the Sales Cloud was customized to capture additional attributes and whether the customization has already
been migrated 

D. whether all the product groups that are to be imported already exist in the production instance 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The Sales Manager wants to add values to the adjustment reasons picklist. Which two options can the administrator use
to fulfill this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. the ZSF_FCST_ADJUSTMENT_REASON option to modify the values 

B. the Forecast Management Tool by accessing it via the Navigator 

C. the Manage Adjustment Reason task to set the field to Revenue and Non-Revenue 

D. the Manage Standard Lookups task to select the Forecast Adjustment Reason values 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer sells cars across the United States. The customer now wants to split the East region to measure quota
and manage closed opportunities in order to specialize its sales team in a Public Sector Territory and a Financial
Sector. 

The customer wants to add two territories to the Public Sector Territory, for example, Treasure Department and Citizen
Services, and dedicate specialized sales personnel to service them. Other institutions are not to be assigned to these
territories. 

How would you set this up? 

A. You must use a geographic dimension to the US East region, a Car product dimension, and an included customer
coverage type to define Treasure Department, and then assign sales people to this territory. Use the same steps for
Citizen Services, but use an included customer coverage type to include Citizen Services. 

B. You must use a geographic dimension to the US East region, a Car product dimension, and an excluded customer
coverage type to define Citizen Services and exclude Treasure Department. Then you assign sales people to this
territory. Use the same steps for Treasure Department, but use an excluded coverage type to exclude Citizen Services. 

C. You must use a geographic dimension to the US East region, a Car product dimension, and an included 

D. customer coverage type to define Citizen Services, and then assign sales people to this territory. Use the same steps
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for Treasure Department, but use an excluded customer coverage type to exclude Citizen Services. 

E. You must use a geographic dimension to the US East region, a Car product dimension, and an included customer
coverage type to define Treasure Department, and then assign sales people to this territory. Use the same steps for
Citizen Services, but use an excluded customer coverage type to exclude Treasure Department. 

F. You must use a geographic dimension to the US East region, a Car product dimension, and a Treasure Department
customer name dimension, and then assign sales people to this territory. Use the same steps for the Citizen Services
territory. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which action must be performed when a Sales Catalog is imported with errors because it was assigned to an incorrect
product group? 

A. Inactivate the Sales Catalog version and create a new one. 

B. Delete the Sales Catalog from the production environment. 

C. Log out from the application and log in again. 

D. Request a rollback from the application support team. 

E. Access the Sales Catalog options and erase it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

When creating users in Oracle Sales Cloud, which are the four required attributes? (Choose four.) 

A. Resource Role 

B. Person Type 

C. Email Address 

D. Reporting Manager 

E. Legal Employer 

F. Business Unit 

Correct Answer: ABEF 

 

QUESTION 15

You need to define the customer hub configuration task to customize party tree for a household. Which option should
you use? 
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A. Manage group party tree 

B. Manage organization party tree 

C. Manage customer hub profile options 

D. Manage person party tree 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/sales/r13-update17d/oacdm/define-customer-
hubconfiguration.html#OACDM1010578 
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